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Abstract
A factorization of the basis for any block-angular 12 nDdel is presented,
and its inverse is shown to be readily irintainable as piecemeal product-
forms plus possible additional columns. Straightforward rules for piece-
meal transforirat ion of full rows and columns are given.
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The foim of a general block-angular LP nodel for decomposition algorithms
is as follows:
P AX+ZAX=b. plp p
where the A and B are matrices of row-order m0 and m
(pO,1,... ,Pfor p=l,. .. ,P
for B) X are np_order
columns matching the coltmn orders of the A (and B for
p>0),and b are rn-order columns ofconstants.
A0and each B are assumed to contain full nip-order identity matrices
with corresponding logical (slack) variables in the X columis. Except
as explicitly noted, it is unnecessary to distinguish logical and
structural variables in the present discussion. One fr logical in
={X,X2,..., X0 I
is to be maximized. For simplicity, we will take this to be X when
necessaryto distinguish it, i.e •,thefunctional is the top row.
Whennecessaryto be precise, the ui_order identity matrix will be
denoted by I, but usually I will stand for the identity of whatever order
is required. Occasssionally 'k is used to dentoe the k-orderidentity.
In the present discussion, the total model is of only minor interest,
the basis for some solution to such a model being the focus of attention.
Hence the same letters as above will be used for substructures of a basis,
with no additional notation since additional marks will be required for
other purposes. Thus, in the sequel, A0 and B stand for square, nonsingular
matrices unless modified by "the full".—2—
2. A General Basis
Almost the entire difficulty in partitioning a block-angular model for
computation is due to the fact that a general basis has a more Oclicated
structure than the entire model. The most generel structure required for
a basis is as follows:
(AT ...TJA...A...A oo ol 0±-'1 p P






whereA is k columns from the full A ,Tare 00 0 0 op
k columns from the full A with T the corresponding
columns from the full B
The columns of A00 and of each T0 are all linearly independent so that
the matrix
(A T...T 00 ol oP


















which are completely corrmutative arid have inverses of the same form. Hence
the inverse of B can be computed piecemeal and the pieces multiplied together
in any order. Since P2 encompases all possible cases, that is, any results
canbe applied recursively, we illustrate the above statements for P2, which
in fact constitutes a proof.
IIAi I-A B1. [ A2-1 [-AB
B1 B1 .I I
[ I L B2[I AIA2[i A2 1F Al1IAlA21
B1 I =I B
=
ij B2[ B2j['j A2
Let -A B1 =AThen substituting A for A in the above shows that the pp p p p
inverses corimute and nniLtiply together in exactly the same way. Hence
handling of B and B1 poses no problem at all. Note that B is
computed autanaticafly by the product form of inverse. In fact, the above
factorization is merely a generalization of a special case of the product
form of inverse. This gave rise to the name "block-product form of inverse"
[LIP] in an ealier decomposition algorithm.
Wemust now seek a matrix E such thateitherEBD or BED. A little
experimentationshould convice the reader that theform EB leadsto riore
complicationsthanitresolves. Hence, we adopt the form BE=D.








E =B(0..T ...0)=(0...T...0) forp>0 pap pp pp
P
E (A T ...T)- AB1(0.. .T .. .0) 00oool p::1 pp pp
P
=(AT .. .T)+ A (0.. .T ..0) 00ol OP
1p pp
P
=(A T ...T )— A (0... ...0) 00oloP p pp p=l .—5—
Note thatthe second tern in E0 can be computedineither oft.ys, which-
ever isitoreconvenient.
Again i1ustrating with P2, it is apparent that the above definitions
of E satisfy the equation BE-D.
I A ((A00 T01 T2) -(0 0)-A2 (0 0 T22))
a1 (0T110)
B2 (0022)








its inverse is of the form
-E E' I 10 oo
—E E1 I 20 00—6—
The difficulty is thus reduced to ccznputing E .Althoughthis looks
somewhat formidable, further simplications are possible.
4. Recathining Second Order Factors




and anwith allT—columns replacedwith unitvectors,the positions
in all lower blocks being zero, i.e.
{Al,
The
(A00 'm -k0 0
Suppose some column T1fromthe full
replacethe (k0+l) -Stunit vector.
transformed by D1, as follows:
D' Tl =1 AllrTi
LBJLT1±[
B1} is to be irrtroduced to










exactly the two subcolumns which should go into the new Eoo
new E can be computed in product form, as follows:
T1 -A1
-l - =ET 0001
the eta column formed from o by
k-Fl
pivoting on (Y.
nilthe extension to n1 using T11
FCoithe elementary column matrix containing




(Note:The notation A is imprecise since A00 is riotsquare.What
ismeantisthe part of Ecorresponding to A00. The remaining unit
columns areunchanged.)
Now -E10 E -(0...T11...)E which is Inerely*
row k0+l of repeated m,1 times scaled by the elements
Call this highlysingular matrix(E)10. To see its effect in
subsequenttransformations, suppose somegeneral columnS={S0,S1,S2}
is to be transformed into terms of the new basis or, nore briefly,
"updated".First
IAA Ss+A..s S 12 o o1 1 2
D1S= B1 -l i B1S1 ls2 B1S2
Note that is simply the upper parts of the updates by D' and
addedto S0. Next,




Such a product of a column on the left multiplied by a rowon the right
isoften called an outer product, as it is in the sequel.—8—
ismerely another update toand =
S2But what of the term
(E)10 It is merely
k+l
-S° (sclar times m1-order column)
Hencethecomputationandrecording of either Ti11or(E)10 is
unnecessary.Only T11 need be kept. Furthermore, since it applies only
to the p=l seg'nent, it can be kept with the pl block. If there were
severul such columns, they would all be additive (subtractive) with
multipliers from .If(E)20 were not void, it would apply in the
same way to
This appears to be about as complete a factorization ifas is
possible. Note that all inverse factors except thecan be carried
in productformin the usual manner, in fact this isadvantageous for
computingthe terms A S.Andeven the application of theis only a
slight variation on usual product-form updating.
Note also that if a new T1 replaces the original T1, the upper part
can be incorporated in the product form of and the lower part simply
replaces T11. Itmust be understood,however,thatif any B1changes,
therm.ist be updated, which is another reason for carrying them with
block p. Moreover, there is an effect on E which is rather more
complicated.Thiswillbe taken up in Section 6.
.—9—
5.Row Updates with the Factored Inverse
Suppose a general row R CR0 ,R1,. ..,R,)must be transformed. In
point of fact, the simplex method and most of its variations almost never
update a general row, except the Phase 1 feasibility form. In a decanposi-
tion model, feasible solutions to the subproblems must be found independently
anyway, so that even a feasibility form would be nonzero only in R0. In
dual pricing, the denominator form would be nonzero in some blockand
zero elsewhere. However, we may as well look at the general case since the
special cases will be apparent.
In order to compute PD, we first compute
E1
=CR,R,1,R ) o 2(E)10 I
(E)20 12
((RQE ÷ R1(E'10+ R2 (E)20), R1, R2)
Since R1 and R2 are unchanged we can concentrate onR0. The first term is
merely the usual backward transformation if E is kept in product form.
If R1=R2=0, as would often be the case, that is the end of it, but suppose
not. However, even then, there is a further effect only when bothR and
(E) are nonzero. SupposeR1 and (E),0 are both nonzero; what is their 0 k+l
product? Recall that (E)10 is theouter product of and(E0)
°or,
rrore generally,the r-th row of ,orthe sunofseveral such outer
products for r1,r2,... For eachsuch r, let





r isther-th rowof E
Thisisreadily computed by adding eachto the r-th element of
before computing
R000
Let be the product so computed. Then we must compute
=(,R1R2)B'












Note that and that p >0,areof the same form, merely the
usual backward transforrr.tion for (Re, R) post-multiplied by- 11—
Thusthecan be computed piecemeal provided all theare
accessible first to compute R0.
6. Effect of Change in D on E
It has thus far been shown that both row and co1imin updates are
readily performed with the factored inverse and that changes in
are easily accounted for. However, a change in a D1is not as snp1e
when T exist. First of all, themust be updated, as previously
noted, but this is not different from one eta-update on any set of 1n_order
columns. We must now investigate the effect on E.
Consider again the situation arrived at with E in Section L, and
suppose the next change of basis occurs in D1, i.e. in {A1 ,B..Insofar
as D1 is concerned, this is handled in normal fashion with an additional
eta-column. But E and E were computed on the basis of the original D1
and are no longer valid. Drop the hats on Eand E and consider them
the current E and E .Wenow have D arid D .Let 00 00 1 1
T-AT. T oli ol
T11 T11
Then the(k0+l)-st columnofE has changed from to T01 andmustbe





aridpivotingon ct0toform a new whichisadded to the product form
forE to give (a new) .Furthermore,this must be done for all T-columns
from block pl if several arein effect.- 12—
Thequestion arises as to whether a°mightnot vanish so thatpivoting
is not possible. We glossed over this question in the first place but presumably
thecolumn T1 was selected to pivot in position k0+l becasue. that a-element
was nonzero. The change in {A1 ,B1},however,was determined on the basis of
some updated element from the full B1 being nonzero and has no obvious implication
for T1 and a. One answer is that since, in a global sense, we are simply
nuiltiplying nonsingular matrices to form a nonsingular product, no factor
can become singular, but this argument is incomplete and vague.
Let S be the column from the full {A1 ,B1} which replaced the r-th
columnCr >m)of D1 to give D1. To make this selection, the column S
had to be updated and made into an a-column. Let uscarryout this
calculation, again with P 2.
I A1 A2 S0 S0 + A1 S1





00 C)00 0 0
E1 =(E)10
I S1 CE1)10 .+
(E)20
I 0 (E)20
Nov 0 since it was selected to pivot on. Assuming only one T11 in
positionk0+1, then
k+1=_oT1￿0 .— 13—
Hencenot both terms are zero arid they are not equal. But we have
uncoveredanotherquestion:How do we know that 0 so the pivot can be
made in D1? Let us answer this question first.
Suppose ço.ThenS should not replace the r-th column inbut
k +1
the T1 column in E since S0 ° 0. We have already seen how to accomplish
this. But of course this is not to the purpose, so after replacing T1 with S,
we must replace the r-th column of D1 with T1. We are assured that this is
possible since T, the second pivot, is also nonzero.
k +1
Now suppose 0. The ci.we initially started to investigate
-k+1
is simply S0 °andwhat makes it nonzero? Suppose it is zero. Then S
—1 *
doesnot depend on T1 and vice-versa so Eco need not be updated. This
seems like a nice answer but there is a catch.
Let us now assume there are several T-columns from block pl, say
in positions t1,t2,... Then
1 i ot
Now if ç=o,wecan select any 0 for the interchange, say the largest
magnitude. But if 0 and the sum is zero, it is not necessarily true that
S is independent of all Tt. Furthermore if the sum is not zero but some S
are zero, they may not remain zero as individual updates to E are made.
Hence the updating of E may be order-dependent. (A similar phenomenon
occursin updatingGUB bases which are a special case of decomposition. The
situationis much messier in general block-angular models.)
k+l - -
Note-thatif S °0, thatis, T11 does notenterinto the
calculation andhence does not change.— lI1—
7.Cross-Block Exchanges
Thereare two remaining cases to consider:a column franthefufl
A replacing a T-column, and a column fran block q replacing one from block p.
We will take up the latter first.
The calculation of S in the previous section showed that although
S2O, 2 might not be zero and the pivot might be selected fran this
segment. However, in this case, for sane r-index in p2 and some t-index in
p=0,
Hence columnSfrom block 1replaces column Tt from block 2 in E. The
oldTt2 must be dropped andladded to the T-columnsforp1. The
E1 is updated instandard fashion. There isno troublewithzerovalues.






•since S =S 0 and .Theupdate of E1 is standard, i.e. S is a 12 0-0 oo 0
igular a-columnpivoting insomeposition r m0. The is merely
droppedfromthe set for block p.
Wethus have the rather surprising result that inter-blockexchanges
aresimpler tbari intra-block exchanges, except for p0. (A column from the full
A0replacinganother inis a standard operation, just like thelast case above.)
.— 15—
8.Suixmaxy of Basis-Change Cases
We sumBarize here for nore convenient reference the various basis—
change cases analyzed in prior sections. The designation (p ,q) indicated
(in, out) with respect to blocks.
A. Case (o,o)
Some S fromthefullA0replaces another in Eco•
Standard LP update.
B. Case (o,p)
Sameas Case (o,o) except the outgoing T-column must have its
droppedfromthe set p.
C. Case (p,o)
ComputeTandTwithD1. Use T'asthe enteringcolumnin
op pp p op
E andaddP to the set of T-columns for block p. oo pp
D. Case (p,g)
Canonly occur as a change in E with one or irore columns
Tqqin
effect. Drop the outgoing Tqq from the q set and then proceed
as in Case (p,o).
E. Case (p,p)
1. 0 where r is basis index of outgoing column.
Use asthe -co1umn to update to D1.
If O, done. ((E)0 O if andonlyif the
set of T-columns for block p is empty.)If not,
proceed as follows:— 16—
.
Updatealltoreflect the change in D.
Each one has a position index t. Foreach 0,
use S0 as an entering column in E pivoting on
position t. Thismay haveto be done recursively
until aU t areprocessed.(Note that itself
changes with each such update.)
2.
p
In this case, 0. Select, say,
t
ft]t°J
asthe t ofinterest. Theating Ttas an outgoing
co1inrn,doCase (p ,q). (Actually qp but this is
ijirnaterial.) Now treatingTtas anincoming co1i.nin
(inplace of S which replaced it in E), do step 1.
above.
9. A Skeletal Decomposition Algorithm
Ofthe several algorithms which have been developed for block-angular
dnDmposition mdoels, the best-known and, probably for thatreason,the
most successful have been those based on the Dantzig-Wolfe principle.
However, D-W algorithmshave oftenproved unsatisifacotry in practice
although the generality of approachissometimes indispensible.
Theconcept of partitioning is not usually associated with D-W algorithms
and, in fact, all algorithms are sometimes regarded as falling intot classes:
D—Wor Generalized LP,andpartitioning schemes. But this is inaccurate.- 17—
D-W algorithmsmust deal with subproblems and a master or derived problem just
as any others do. The proper distinction is whether or not factorization of
the basis inverse is employed. In D-W algorithms, factorization of B1 is
implicitly used but no particular point is made of it. Nevertheless,
factorization is an outgrowth of Dantzig's old idea of a pseudo-basis. The
[5]
GUBalgorithm of Dantzig and Van Slyke when implemented with product-form
is a special case of complete factorization, or, more properly, complete
factorization of a special case of a block-angular model.
[3]
The Beale decomposition scheme, produced before computers were adequate,
used a form of pseudo-basis and what amounted to factorization. The block-
[4]
product algorithm developed by this writer used factorization essentiafly as
described in the preceding sections, though in more tortuous forms, combined
with a parametric RHS approach. Unfortunately, most readers focused on the
parametric aspects rather than the factorization. Also, the computer
implementations of the algorithm (of which there were t with a third variant
reportedly under development) fell into obscurity for nontechnical reasons.
Consequently, factorization as such is not well known. However, the
excellent performance of GUB algorithms in recent years ought to recommend
more attention to it. Furthermore, it is not antithetical to other concepts
but may be helpful to their successful implementation. Any reasonable
algorithm rrust, in this writer's opinion,employthe factorization of B1.
Indeed,thisis virtually the raison d'etre for decomposing block-angular
odels.The use of E1, while more complicated, avoids manyof the
numericalproblems of standardD-W algorithmsandtheassociated slow-
convergence properties.18 -
Askeletal algorithm is outlined below. Points at which a user's
own variation are easily incorporated will be noted. The reason for such a
skeletal algorithm is to standardize and automate the various complicated
data handling problems and transformations which always occur. It is simply
iractical for each investigator to start building all his own system gear from
scratch. -iat is needed is an off-the-shelf decomposition "engine" which can
beused ina variety of "vehicles".
Step 0Obtain, generate or guess a master pricing row
oi'" 'om' i.e., a set of dualvariable
valuesfor the A .Anumberofschemes for
obtaining ir0 have been proposed andseveralused.
Anymeaningfulapproach isworth considering.
However,it must be realized thatevenif the
optimal irwere provided,no algorithm will
produce a global optimal solution in one sweep
except by sheer chance.
Step 1 Obtain a "good"feasiblesolution to eachsubproblem
in the following form:
maximize
mjjiimjzeii Asubject to
rAlly1lo 1° H RI_I
10 BHXIlb L JLJ L
aridstatedranges on the X,, where VP isa column
of m free variables. 0— 19-
Itis probably wasteful to fully optimizeeach
onthe first sweep but some irnprovnent
over the first feasible solution should be
obtained. If w0A goes unbounded, just stop
at that point since presumablyis incorrect.
[The user may have additional rules to impose here.]
Accumulate Z VP as the subproblems are solved.
P
If any subproblem is infeasible, the whole
model is andthere is no use continuing. Also
consuctthe basic solution column {0,f,... ,
where is the basic subcoliinn of
Step 2 We have the following (probably infeasible)
solutionto the whole model.
B=]I D ,thebases obtained in Step 1, with pP
corresponding D DpP




p1p p p P
P
E1 where m =Em ,hence
0p
EIEI m' 000— 20—
Thus,
E U +A X =b 000 pp •0
BX b (pl,. ..,P)
whereU0 is the subcoluinn of logicalvariables in X0
andhas the vector value b0+ V .Onlyelements of PP
U0 are prinially infeasible. U becomesIf the
user wishes to use a D-W algorithm, he may alternatively
regard the VP as candidate columns and fonn the derived
problem
AX -E E V. A. zb 00 Jp Jp 0
A.=1
j
whereonly jl for each p is presently defined.
The effect is the same in either event: If U0
is not feasible, a Phase 1is now generated;
if it is, a Phase 2 .Thenan atteirt is made
toobtaineitherfeasibilityor optiniality with
A0X0 holding the V constant. If an unbounded
feasible solutionisfound, thewhole modelis
unboundedand. nothing more need be done.
Otherwise a finalfor this sweep is obtained,
whether Phase 1 or Phase 2. In general, E00 is
now of the form initially assumed in Section L,
withcorresxnding- 21-
Step2A An irrevocable decision must be made as to whether
to use factorization or not. If a D-W approach
or some other convergence scheme is employed, the
rest of the mechanics are essentially repetitions
of Step 1, possibly with user's selection and
termination rules. Otherwise, proceed to
Step 3 for factorization.
Step 3Establish some tolersrice (negative upper limit
in the usual scheme) for an acceptable reduced
cost or "di". This should have a larger magnitude
than the standard system tolerance but must
progressively approach the latter as the end of
the phase nears.
Using the current ir ,formR by adding* the f to
in Section 5. All for p >0.(Alternatively,
one could use the dual algorithm with two R-forms but
this is less practical, particularly if P is large,
requiring dual pricing of all subproblems.)
Comput?R0 andproceed toformthe forpl ,2,...and
pricethe correspondingsubproblemsuntil an acceptable
is found.
On the first sweep of Step 3 (the second sweep altogether), all— 22—
[Theuser may wish to impose priorityruleson
selection of p. If these are independentof
the current solution, the simplest way is to
input the subproblems in priority order in the
first place.]
Step Li.A column S (say for variable X) from some block
ps has been selected to enter the solution (enter
the basis or change bound). First form
BSDS; -o
5 SS
asin Section L.(S 0for p0, s) This column
shouldbe saved in case it is needed later.
= - -
Nowcompute S0 and all for whichexist.
will exist in any event.) As each pice is
generated, do pivot selection for
vs ,pO,...,s..
retainingthe subcolumn for anywinning ratio.
(In fact, the entirevectorshould be retained.)
At the end, some winning ratio
rrow r in blockt
or
changeofboundforX
is at hand.— 23—
Thenew solution vectormustnowbecomputed:
=B-0,overallnonzero
Ifa changeof bound occurred, we nayreturn
to Step 3 arid continuepricing. Otherwisea
change ofbasismust be madeinStep 5.
Step 5 Dependingon whethers 0, t0,and st,
update the entire basisinverse usingthe
appropriate case from Section 8.
Step 6Return to block 0 and reoptniize it (whether
in Phase 1 or Phase 2), updating the basis
as required and obtaining a new Note
that this can possibly eliminate some
T-colurnns. Now return to Step 3.
Terminations:
1. Some subproblem is infeasible in Step 1.
No feasible solution to model.
2. An unbounded solutionisfound in Step 2.
Entire model is unbounded.
3.No acceptable d foundinStep 3,even after
toleranceis set to system standard,
(a)In Phase 1, no feasible solution to model.
(b) In Phase 2, current solution is optimal.— 24—
ii..No0-value found in Step 4. (Can only happen in Phase 2
unless digital difficulties occur.) An unbounded solution
has been found, viz:
-0for any 0>0
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